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. 4 -Hartshorne and Ma (1928), upon publication of their class -c investi-

gation, Studies inpeceit, confuted the notion that moral behavior issued

from "an inner entity operating independently of the situations in Which

the individuals are placed" (Hartshorne, 1932, p. 209). The monumental
/

. study demonstrhted that, in general, conformity to rules 'and Moral stand-
. 1 %

ards varied as a fanction of diverse Situational and personal factors. The

idea of/a unitary, fixed moral faculty was 'no longer tenable, Thus freed/, .

.

,from4he'bogey Of:dualism, and influenced by psychoanalytic theory and post
.

Huilian behavior thedry, :octal learning theorists.subsiequently focused 41*

4ow

consequences
.upon more narrowly d l'' d aspects of .morality, e,.g. of trans-

,

.

gression, resistance to temptation, and other behavibrs presumed tdreflect
..11,

l . I, .'
children's intern ization of moral standards.

It ,is noteyOrthy that Piaget's' 19.32 treatise, The Moral J ent of the
4

,

Child, nearl coincided-with the appearance.of the Hartshorne and May (1928)

investiga on. Piaget's work, however, was concerned fundamentally with

develop ental types of moral judgment and modes of interpreting rules. Over

. the ast quarter-century, Piaget's theory has stimulated extensiwesearch

tderning cognitive aspects of morality (.g. Kohlberg, 1958; Durkin,'1959;

JOhnson,2,1962).

go)
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In spite of major advances' within the two disparate_theoretical posi-

tions, investigations stemming from each have been strikingly ,parochial.

" . On am one hand, social learning theorists have focused primarily upon

child rearing andsituational determinantk of, resistance to temptation and

reactions to deviation, and have shown little concern for chlildren's-inter-

pretattong of the situations. On the other hand, cognitive theorists have

focused primArily upon developmentalrelationships-between stages and forms

of moral judgmenv, and have paid scant heed to environmental and behavioral

correlates of the stages.

Failure to examine both behavioral and cognitive aspects ofemorality
t.

precludes, however, an adequate' understanding of the Complex processes

inkolved. ,Indeed, cdncepts such as morality, honesty, and integrity imply

,correspondence between bevior and personal or social standards. Kohlberg_

(1958, 1963a, 1964b), rOr example, has emphasized the importabce of consider-

,-ing individual differences in the manner of percei.Oing and judging.temp-

taion conflicts. 8e s _fitted out' that resistance to temptation fails /

/
totrh:flect directly the strength of internalized,moral standards and has /

insisted that "we can only discuss Morality of action when we can relatthe

actur!t behavior to his actual judgments of righti,and 'wrong in the sitqi-
,

tion" (Kohlberg, 1965, p. 3).

One meahs of relating moral judgment to resistance to temptation is

based upon behavioral Comparisons among children who use different modes of

moral judgment. If one child charactdtistically judges sttvations in one

manlier, while another is disposed to judge them in a different manner, one

may ask whether these modes of judgment influence or*diace pamicular

patterns of behavior in temptation situations.

t
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Furthermore, several princiPles deriyed from cognitive-developmentil

/
theories do suggest that moral behaviors, such as resistance to temptation,

derend upon children's attitudes toward rules and capacities to under

Stan moral lternatives. Piaget (1932) has postulated that in the first

stage of moral development' the child behaves adcordingito his desires and

imagination, gradually learning other people's rules and imitating their
.

;,.
A behavior, but egocentrically practicing the rules "according to his own

fantasy." (Piaget, 1932, 35). In a'subsetluent stage the` child gradually

learns from authotities to accept and follow rules, although his interpre-

1

tations of rules may besingular and his,correspondl.ng,behavior rigid:

Finally, the mature, morally autonomous individual, according to Piaget,,

understands the unification and codifiCation of rUlesand fookS upon laws

as due to mutual consent; also, he may ignore or violate rules which appear

arbitrary or unjust.

Kohlberg (1958, d963a, .1964b, 1965) has also de7scribekdevelokmental

changes.in the'influeve of rules upon behavior. For example, inkKbhlberg's

premoral stage, the child's behavior is not directly affectedby rules; he

is hedonistically responsive to situational factors, such as riskof punish-

ment, opportunity for iratificatioh, and presence. of authorities. Duting the

conventional stage he is, expected -to have"feelings of concern about confor-

miry to conyentiolgal expectations and standards" (1965, p. 9); during the

principled stage he is like,' to' act acCordiqg to."a m'Oralitir of self,

-

accepted moral principles" and, thereby, tdemonstrate autonomy of action.
,

.
Thus, both Piaget and Kohlberg have viewed moral development as.a hier-

archial process in which the child begins with.narrow, siuation bound

, .

schemes; he develop'es, subsequently, the.cognitive capacities necessary to

I
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if , :

behave according to roles imposed by authorities; and ultima,tely, he may
'

.

acquire the strut Lures Athich enable'him to make autonomous decisions about'
/ ,

.
'rules.

1 4

Paraphrased i t r'ms of social learning theory (e.g. see Nrton, 1963;

Banc:lure and Walters, 1363) The cognitive-developmental .acctunt of Moral -.

deVe-,lopmentsmight bed cribedras the acquisition of mediatiotal responses,
..

4whicii in turn account

' according fo this vie

or Se6ondary stimulus generalization. Initially,T

, the young child responds to temptations directly
. ,

on the balls of internal and external cues that are operative in the situa-

,,
tion: Cues asgociated.with reward and punishment acquire saliency during

early childhood and represent,the primary determinants of behavior in-accord-

-
ante with lawsof primary stimulus generalizatfon, schedules of reinforce-

ment, etc. -As the child grows older, he eventually learns from authority

iigures_to respond to certain temptations with implO.Cit reactions, i.e. rules

1

and label such as 'right', 'wrong', 'good',. or 'bad'. In accordance wi4h

la%is of secondary stimulus generalization, these rules and labels mediate

liven modes of behavior in a variety of situations to.the extent that the
,

child haslearned to apply the same rules and labels ia the various situations.

It may'be.said, then, that the child is. xercising 'self conirol' when he

resists temptation id the abSence of coercing, agents (Bandura and Walters,

1963). With further learning, perhaps in part as a result-vf,"conceptual con--

flicts" (Berlyne, 1965) among rules, more complex mediational capacities may

develop, such that an:individual may be considered "morally autonomous" or

"principled". Thus complex situations maybe encompassed or mediated by a

very basic and complex rule or principal that 'supercedes certain nrower

rules in determination of behavior.

.0*
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Moral development, according to both the cognitilie7dev,elopmentaland

the social, learning frameworks, is thus characterized as a'learning and

maturation process in which the child eventually acquires the capadities

for self control, autonomy, and organization of behavioron.the basis of

more and:more corplex rules' and principles.

T'o say that the morally "mature" individual has acquired
,
the capacity

co understand rules and principles is not to say, however, that he will

necessarily conform to any given rule in a particular situation. Kohlberg-s

#(1965), for, example, has pointed out,-that hi's theory does not lead to the

expectation ,:;f a directcorrespondenfe between the stage of moral judgment

and resistance to temptation or conformity to rules in all situat:i.ons. At

each stage the behavioral,act of resisting or yielding is determined bye

,'variety of factors. The personal and social context for a moral judgment,

as well as a child's moral stage, must be considered in predicting his

behavior in relation to a given rule. For example, the influence of.a par-
.

ticular religious philo4ophy, of a subcultual code, of expectations of one's

parents,p/ peer_group and/or an individually reasoned judgment, could each

'represent, in ohe sense -or another, "moral" bases for violating Certain

conventional standards; each might also reflect varying degrees of maturity

of moral judgment. Over and above the interpretations of right and wrong,

a variety-of personality variables may relate to an .individual's capacity to

resist temptation. heed for peer recognitiOn (Shelton 1966), intelligence

(Hartshorne and May, 1928), attention control Grim, Kohlberg, and White,

1964), capacity to delay gratificatIonL(tischel, 1963),, and other variables

have all been related to behav in temptation situations.

Although recent research-and thporetical advances have thus led to a

c learer identification of the types of variables that are related to con'-
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formity to rules, there have been only a few studies that directly compared
V .

s.#

measures derived frOm differing conceptuallframeworkJ. A recent paper by

Nelsen, Grinder, and Biaggib (1969a) reported a factor analytic §tudy of

personality and cognitive-developmental measures in relation to resistance

to temptation. The personality measures, derived chiefly from a psycho-

analytic framework, included ego overc'ontrol, neurotic undercontrol, inter-

nalii.ed guilt, externalized guilt, and approval motivation. Also ncluded
4

were a-measureof intelligence and \a!assessment of moral maturity eased

upon four of Kohlberg's Moral Jpdgment Situations.
-I

A The study found that KohlbereAsmeasure of moral, judgment and a paper

and, pencil measure of intelligence related more hi.411,1y with resistance to

temptation than did the other scales, although it should be noted that the

personality measures were administered several years after the temptation

measures, thus confounding the comparisons' with the temporal differences.

The positive relationship of intelligence and moral-judgment with resist-

ance to temptation was clear, none-the-less, especially for bays; but the
.

m ethatPof data analysis employed in the study did not allow for comp rison

of the separate contributions of intelligence versus moral judgment to the
.

.
.

variance in temptation behaVior, because the two measures were moderately
9

correlated. In view of the ,correlations between IQ add .moral judgment it was
/

important to scrutinize the relation-Ships closely in order td analyze the

.,.-_,

unique influence of each, and to.analyze po'ssittle moderating effects of one

I. .

.

measure upon the other. 'Therefore,-the currentIdy,undertook a reanalysis,

of die data, to differentiate and clarify.the n relationships of moral,

, . ..
,

judgment and intelligence with'tesistance to temptation. The analysis was

particularly concerned with assessing the contribution of Kohlberg s measure

- to the total variance in resistance to temptation.
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Two 'composite measures of behhvior in various temptation situations

were calculated for this stud one a measure of total resistance to temp-
_

tation,'the otber'a measure' of consistency of behavior =in the various temp-..

5

-

f

r

1

Ai-

tatjoft situations. ThelMeasu? of total.resistanc uo temptation could not

be included in thegelsen, et al (1969a) study for methodological reasons,

i.e. because it was derived from other scales that were includOU in the

tactor 'analysis. It was of interq,st, nevertheless, in this study because

such a composite scale minimizes behavioral variation that is unique to

specific situations. Thus the composite measure provided a more reliable

assessment of the individual's generaldispositdon,eo resist,temptation

(Nelsen, Grinder, and Mutterer, 1969b).

Consistency of behavior, in various temptation situations was also of
.

y
interest because this type ormeasuremay reflect-..-even more directly than

a/Measure of total resistance to temptationthe extent to which behavior

is organized or mediated by a given rule and /or other responsbs common to

the various situations. Thus, if an individual consistently conforms to a

rule, or 'if he consistently violates the rule,-one might infer that his belay-

for is mediated by the rule, although certainly othet cognitive and noncogni-

.

tive factors (e.g. intelligence and/or ability to delay rewards) might also

Jr be playing a role. if the-extent of consistency-is associated with a given

measure of attitudes toward rules, thenone has stronger evidence that the

rifles are mediating the behaviOr, especially if other possible explanations'

can be ruled out.

Following from the above arguments, one-should expect that a given set

of rules, such a3 rules against cheating, may account for consistency of lie-
r-,

havior across situations, but this will be true only if the individual applies

the rules to the various situations in a likle manner, As Kohlberg has pointed
_

.
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out', the morally autonomous individual will violaterules if they conflict
t'.

with human welfare in the individual's judgment. In tke absence of such

spenific constraints; however, the extent of-consistency should'reflect

the differential mediating influence of explicit or implicit rules against
. -

.

. .

cheating, for example q.n reCitively mature versus immature individuals.;
4

Subjects and Procedure t

4
Six temptation tasks' were administered to 106 Ss in the fall of 964

Method

41.

when the Ss attended
)

6th grade'classes at four different elemntary schools

surrounding a semi-rural commnnity: The Kohlberg Moral Judgment Test waS

administered one year later, in the fall of.105, when theSs were all 7th

graders in the community's tray junior high school. OneHundred of the

original 106 Ss werd,tested--four had moved and two were unavailable during `.\

.the second testing session. Thus, the final sh4Ie for this stud consisted

of 4 boys and 55 girl's.

Hendon- Nelson IQ's Were available forll records.. Meana Ss from schol records.

41
IQ for males was 108.8 and fuf, females, 114.5.

q
4

Measures

Maturity of moral judgment was assessed from four.of Kohlberg s Moral

Judgment.Situations. For this task.} SS were- questioned about situation's

4 focusing upon hypothetical-moral dileMmas in which acts or obedience to

legal-social rules or to commands of authority conflicted with thehuman

desires, needs, or welfare :of other individuals. On'the basis of the moral

choices in each situation, and the reasouing underlying his choic4s, Ss
.

wgre given scores according to developmental types and levels.. Responses

oriented towards punishme obedience or instrumental hedonism were

1 ()

40.
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classified, as LeVe1 I .(Type 1or 2). Responses oriented towards good rela-
1

tions and approval or towards authoritariari standards were classified as

Level J1 (Type 3 Or 4). Responses reveal: Mg concern for democratically

accepted slaw or individual principles of conscience were classified is

Lev'el 'LI (Type 5 or 6). On die basis of procedures developed' by Kohlberg,

the Sts type score for each situation was als6 weighted, and the scores were

.

summed across the four situations to yield a total measure of-moral maturity.:

.
Complete instructions for administerng and scoring.of-the test are pre-

.

sented elsewhereitotlberg, 1968).

To assess resistance to temptation and consistency. of 'behavior, each S,

.was 'exposed to the following six temptation conflicts:

The raygun game. Ss operated a shooting gallery individuall9 according

to.a prescribed set of rules specifying the number of shots, recording of

performance, etc. liewards were offered for high scores, but the game was

programmed to produce a fixed score when all-rFles were followed: :Trans-.

gression was asgesseein terms of the number of points g's,added beyond the

programmed score. Tflejeatures,of the apparatte and insrcuctions for pliy-
t'

ing the game ha4e been 'describell in detail elsewhene.(Grinder, 1961; /962).

2). The magic - mirror` game. Ss operated aiiTiencil-light to illuminate the

path
.

of an invisible maze. Rules and scoring procedures siilar to those

ldevised forthe raygungame were employed, cxcept thaIr M & M's were offered

as-ah'incentiv for performance beyond the progw.mmed criterion. Difails

-'
concerning the apparatus aft procedures -for this and all sUb'equdht resist-

ance to temptation measures are desctibed in 4elsen, et el. (1169b).
44

3) .The' ltiple-choice (copyiiig' test. This task was modified from the

duplicating technique of Hirtshor and May (1928) Ss Were offered an-oppor-

tunity to make illegitimate use of answers to-z ultiple-choict test with 4 ,

.
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number of Are* difficult itemg%.' Ss with' scores beyond a criteriol) were to,-

" stit

- . .

,
'.r.

.
, ,

have their names 'Posted on *a ",top of.th?cleks" 1-leit,'while remaining A

.".
. . , .

were to have their names pOsted op another.sheet. Transgression scores

A *

../e,re based on change urigg-a s..:11-scoring proceduke; th7,tests had
,

. ,

.heen'trreviousiy scored by the eftminer. ......

1 ,.
lit

I

4)' The speed tests. This procedure-was adapted from the Hartshorne and
i

. ,

.
.

-May douhle-telting procedure (1928, ;, pp, 76-82). The sdbtests were com- ' o

.

'prised of tasks such as addition number matching, and digit cancellation, .

44p 10

_.,, . -
- . .

administered under 'carefUlly timed conditions. After two."practice 'trials,
/ . ...,

. V . '

Ss were given a thirdetrial with an ,opportunity to,score
Se
theipown-papers.

.....e.

The fastet Classwas to win.a "Speed King" trophy. TransgredtiOn was

based upon the discrepancy between the practice and test trials.

5) The. squares (peeping) test. This test was adapted from the improbable.

achievement techriique (Hartshorne and May, 192814-1, p. 61). Ss were pre-,

sented with asingle slleetaper upon which, five large squAres Werg
t

',:lraWn, one inside the ether, and were asked to shut their eyes and t¢

4 .
.

folloW Ehe path between ,the lines of the squares with.their pkcils for five
.

. . . ,

- "

timed trials.- After trying each square they were asked tog-open their eyes

and score their own papers. Ss were presented with performance norms and

were asked to do their best. Publically distriburtedOM & A's were offered

for performance'beyond a criterion. Papers were rated by judges acarding
o,

to degrec, of transgression:'

6)_ The circles (peeping) tests. This test is simillr in most respects to

squares"test,except that the incentive was only pride in accomplishinea
.

task successfully, as high performance norms were presented to the Ss, who

were then asked to do their best. Ss,wereaskdd to close their eyes 2nd "hit"

each o;)10 circles on a sheet with a pentil mark. Transgression scores were

Z



based Up6n the number of points beyond a criterion..
. .

Performance on each task was scored accgrding to.the extent of trans-
r ,

6 .. .

gression. .If the S did not yield to temptation, he, was given .a score of....

,1 r "
V

' zero. .If/he ted below- th'e median for all- yielders on that task; he
.

.

.

.- f
was'given a score of one If he

.

yielded above the median foe all trans-
..

. . ,..
:

. , :' .,

..gressors he was given a score oftWo.- These scores were summed across the
. ,. .

six tasks, prov- iding asummyy measure of degree of transgression.,
rInter-,

/ nal -consistency reliability of this measure was ..60. Ihe varianc e (s12)
..

among each S's scores was also calculated. This' measure provided an index

of'h'ts inconsistently- across the situations.: The proceduie employed waS

similar to.tha t originally used Joy Eirtshorne, May,,and Shutleworth (1930).

-
It was not feasible to determine the reliability,of this measure. To'sim-,

plify presentation and interpretation of the results, the transgression and
1

inconsistency scores were,transformedby subtracting them from a/constant, 4

so high scoresrepresent high resistance to temptation and high consistency;

instead of high transgression and high inconsistency.

cr-

.Results'

Insert Table 1 about here ,

I

4.

The means and standard deviations for the Measures of Resistance to

Temptation (RTT), Consistency (C), M6ral Judgment (MJ), and Intelligence ,(I-0)

are presented in Table 1, The sexes 0.dnot differ/with respect to the two

. .

measures of moral behavior, but females were somewhat higher with respect

to 'IQ, and considerably higher with 'respect to MJ level. It should'also be

4 ,- A

noted thst the range of scores on the MJ measure placed nearly all Ss within

1:3

V
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\ the first %Ko levels.actiirding to KAlberg's schema. Approximately one-half4 . 4!

fell hin the prembral level, and and-half within the level of conventional.
.

rote conformity.' Only three Ss, all females, fell clearly intolevel three,!,
'

representing morality of self-accepted_prinFiples. Three additionalt.
1.= '

operated;at the principled'etage in some of the moral

The intercorrelations between the measures are presente in

the total sample apd'separately sexes. The r's were all 'posltive
4

'and'all in theexpected airection.P The correlations between MJ `and' RTT, h

'ever, failed to attain statistical significance for either sexor for the

sample as a whole. The correlations between MJ and were significant for

total sample, and for boysalone,,but'not 'for girls. IQ was signifi-
,

APcantly co-ft-elated with all of the variables, for the total samplewand for

the sexes separately.

c' Insert Table 2 about here

N

r '

It was apparent that IQ accounted for part of the correlation between

MJ 'and C, sincerit correlated positively With both. With 1p partialed'outO,

the,correlatian between MJ and C for'the total sample dropped f(om .16 to .06.

avaluewhich obviously is not significant. For males, the correlation

drOpped from .37 to .31,
1

a value which remained significant at the .05 level/

(f = 2.07, 4 = 42).

0

Inseirt Table 3 about here

"

f

§ince IQ-was significantly related to all of the Ott*t variables, and

since the range of IQ's was rather great--from '70 to 141 -- there. appeared to

71
V

.-)
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be a possibility. that the variables might\bre. interrelated differently for
.

children ot different ibilitylevels.. To examine this possibility, the
A

total sample,\Iwith sexes combined, was diVcded into three ability

low, medium, and high. The-intercorrelations between the variables were

recomputed, and the results,, Ire presented in Table 3. Most striking is -the

Anding that the correlation between IQ and MJ, within the low +IQ group,

increased to .53 in spite of 'the marked attenuation of IQ variance. By con-
.

.N

trast, the .corresponding r's for the medium and high IQ gfoups decreased to

values of ,19 and .16. These findings suggeSted that MJ and IQ may have been

curvilinearly related, and indeed, examination of the scatter plot (not pre-

sented) strongly suggested this. IQ appeared to define an upper bound for

the moral judgment scores, 'especial,ly within the low IQ range. In inter-

preting the differential r's from Table 2 it should be kept in mind that the

range and variance of IQ's was considerably'greater for the low IQ groupdTithan for the medium or high IQ gr ps.

Discussion

The analyses for this study were designed to compare and differentiate

measuresof inte11igence and moral judgment as correlates of two types of

resistance to temptation measures. Op thevwhole, IQ was positively related

to Total RTT and to Consistency of RTT, whereas Moral Judgment was iinrIlated

to the RTT measures, except that Moral Judgment and Consistency Were posi-

tively related among males.' -dotal RTT and Consistency were'moderately-

correlgted, suggesting that consistent honesty was more. common than consist-

ent dishonesty, although these-relationships may have been due toloon arti-

fact, since the measures were not independent.

7

a
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The low and nonsignificant. correlations between'kbral Judgment and

Toial RTT are generally,consistentlvith the.findings
in studies that corn-

:.
y

:pared similar measures (e.g. Grinder, 1964):. -Interpretation of the low

co4e1aLons in this and previous studies should be'-tempefed by an impor
'

tent methodological cconsideration, howevbr, i.e. the fact tharthe f er-,

'consistency r liability of theTota l& T measure in this was only.60.
°

-

Aspelsen,.et al. (1969b) pointed out in their discussion, the Total RTT
4-

scatefat this level of reliability, must be considered only minimally ade-_

quat* as ,/ measure of a'general trait of honesty. Measures that, sample

RTT a.only 'one or two situations are,presumably even less adequate,

because the reliability of these, measures would be much lower.

Several additional methodological limitations Should be considered in
4

evaluating the results. To begin with, the'MJ measure was administered
. ,

approximately one year after the RTT measures. During,this period:_tbols

had all transferred to a new school. Furitermore, a considerably shortened

version of the Kohlberg test was administered.', All of these fatiors wOuj.d

tend to attenuate' the size of the correlations obtained.,
ti

On the other hand, the low eortelatiOns of Moral Judgment with the
7-

TotaI-RTT are a bit. surprising in view of the previously reported findings

in the Nelsen, et al. (1969a) study, which indicated that MJ loaded positive- '

ly on several.factors with several of the individual RTT measures, particu-
.

larly the Multiple-Choree (Copying)' measure, for both Males and females.

It is possibleothat Ore common loadings:mere spurious, resulti g from the

mutual correlations of IQ with both MJ and certain resistance .to temptation

measures. It is also possible, howeyer, that moral judgment is related to

resistance to temptation in certain situations, but' not others. This would

imply that situational parametprs, hitherto ignored in this and similar

6

f
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studiek, need to.be copsidered more systematically" in examining possible

relationships, between cognitive-.developmental, measures and resistance. tow

15

temptation. More refined research strategies will be needed to evaluate

the possibility that these situational parameters moderate therelation...

ships betiaeen moral judgiaent and temptatiod behaviors.

The fit ing that MJ correlated.posttively- with Consistency for malga,,
.

/

but not females,.isllifficult to interpret. In the first place, conclu,--

sions concerning sex difference' are not wgrxanfed, because the difference

between the correlations for males and emales was within the range of
f

sampling. error.. -In the second place,rn previous studies have investigated

the correlations between measures of moral jedgment.and consistency, SO one
de -

has

little basis for generalizing about the relationship. Should the Posi-

tive'reslationship.be replicated, for ones sex or the other, however, it

would suggest more strongly that moraludgment does mediate reactions to

temptation situations: In.other words, it would suggest that under certain

, circumstances persons with higher moral judgment behave consistently, if-

not always honestly, acrossdifferent temptation. situations.

The correlations of IQ with bokhe Total RTT and the Consistency

measures suggests that intelligence plays a general role in relation to

behavior in tetptation.situatfons. The complex and varied correlates of IQ

_preclude any simple conclusions regarding the role-of intelligence, but

several possible lines of explanation might. be noted. First, as Burton .

(1963) has suggested., IQ may reflect the exteqt to which the individual is

disposed to mediate various temptation situations with common labels, rules

and/or principles of a moral and/or nOnmoral nature. Second, as ohlberg
.

(144b) has suggested, IQ may reflect tit) gener'al ego strength or self

control that is characteristic of an individual. A third general interprew

17
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tation is based upon the related possibility that 11fie brighter individual

has learned to respond to achieveMent related and temptation situations

under rather different conditions than the (111er child: 'He has presumably

experienced more success and:mastery, learned,to anticinatea different, set
,

of outcomes in,such situations,, and therfose, he has presumably developed

,,-different modes .for coping with such situations. Certainly other expla-
, ,

.
, / . .

nations might t)e,Offered,and it is likely that a combination of factors,

all related tor.-intelligence, might be 'operating simultaneously td influence

416resvonses to temptation situations,

Comparisons of the overall pattern of correlations within the three IQ

gLoups suggest that basi. Ilydifferent factoi-s thay be operating to deter-
-

4
mine the behavior of'th'e Ss with below-average intelligence in contrast with

the Ss of above-average intelligence. One can only speculate A to the

differential nature of these processes, but it does seem important to invest
N

further research effort in exploring the issue. Methodological factors,

such as ability to-understand instructions, should certainly be investigated" '

as well,,as' personality factors such as approval motivation, fear of failure,

and ego- control.

CansideRalong with'Hartshorrrand May's (1930) finding that age and

intelligence'Telate positively with consistency and honesty for middle-class

4,-children, the results of ads Study -offer support for the proposition that

cognitive factors-are-refated to, choices and behavior in temptation situations.

Finally, it might be noted, in view of the relationships of intelligence

moraland moral judgment with consistency', that'the generality question, as dis-
.4%ftMilID f--. - . .- -

.
cussed originally, by Hartshorne and May (1928) and

V

more recently-by Burton '
t

'063) and Nelsen, et al. (1969b) must be considered in light of individual..

f

differences. If morallY maure and/or intelligent individuals are more con-

1 S

41t
I
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WSistenr, then one will observe a greater degree of generality, or'a greater

proportion of behavioral variance attributable to persons, in a population

17

composed of brighter, morally Mature persons. The generality que-stion then

beromes an issue that is relative to particular population parameters, such

j_ntelligence-,-,mentale:or ctronological age, and perhaps, socioeconomic
p

status. These obser/stions would seem to have importadt implications for I
-

future research on the generality question and related issues, in that pro-
, 4 ,

visions should be made for coltrolling these variables in designing future

studies.

Summary

The study was designed to assess and comfere the'roleS of intelligence

and moral judgment in,relation to Patterns of behavior in temptation situ-

ations. Six Resistance to Temptation tasks and four Kohlberg Moral Judg-

ment situations were administered ed 100 silith and seventh graders in a

.semi-rural community: Henmon-Ne on IQ's were available for all Ss. Two

measures of temptation behavior were derived from the six RTT tasks: Total
A-

RTT, a s'umme'ry score based upon extent of RTT inthe Six situations, and

Consistency, based upon the variance (s2) Of at individual's RTT scores

across the six situations. MJ and RTT did not correlate significantly -

(r = .14). KJ' and C were positively correlated = :16, p < .05), although-

examination-of the,data sepafately by sex revealed that,the relationship was

significant for boys only ,(r = .37, boys; 'and r = .06, girls). IQ was corre-_ ,

lated significantly with Total-RTT (r = .33) and with C (r = .28). The

relationships were also examined according to leVels of IQ, indicating differ-

ent
,

relationships between most variables wheh high IQ Ss were compared with.,

low IQ Ss. The results provided support for the view that 'intelligence is

1
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.

generally rela:ed to the extent and consistency of resistance to temptation,
,

.

I
if

- 1

and moral judgment may account for consistency of behavitr among males.
°

y
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TALE 1

Deans and Standard Deviations of Resistance to Temptation,

Consistency,'Moral Judgment, and IQ Measures

Ma1es(N544*- Females(N=55) . Total(N=100.

Mean SD Mean 'SD 2 tail) Mean
.

SD _-
. -

.

.,

- RTT 7.0 2.5 7.5 2.5 n.s. 7.2 2.5

_,-

Cons .55 . .26 .52,A... .26 n.s. .33 .26
,

MJ
.

210 *68 253' 85 <.001 -.234 81
,

J.Q 108.8 , 13.4 '114-,,5 13.7 <.05 111.9 14.8



TABLE

Interdorielaiions between Resistance to Temptation,

Moral Judgment Level, and IQ

onsstency

I

24, I

Males

N=45

4
1/4

Feiales Total

N=55 0 N=100
t

MJ x RTT .13

IQ x Itre .46** . 76

MJ x Cons. .37** .06'

-IQ'x:Cqns. .29* .31*

IQ x AJ .31* .39#*

RTT x Cons. .50** :17**

.14

..33**

.16*

.28#*

.40**

.43**

102. <.05 level of significance, using one - tailed tests

**2. <.01 level of significance, using one-tailed tests

8
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TABLE 3
.

Intercorrelations betweenftesidtance to Temptation, Consistency,

Moral Judgment Level, and IQ within Three Levels of IQ

-25

e Low !`Q .(70 -108)

N=30

Med IQ (109-1e0

N=35

High IQ (119-141)

N=35

MJ -x RTT -.27, '.18 .10

IQ x ,ACT -.09.
,
-.03 ...

.29

MJ x Cons. -.16 .23 0.13

.

TQ x , -.31 :28 .31

IQ x MJ :53** . .19 .16
a

RTT x Cons. .14 -.45** .46**

cle

**2 < . Of level of significance, two-tailed tests
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